GM: Justbeer, 016 418 4141

VGM: Bibi Tulips, 012 408 1540

On Sec: Biking Sheila, 016 708 5010

On Cash: Jennifer Chin
Next week run: Kissingher, Mount Pleasure

Run: 2354
Date: 23 March 2017
Venue: Air Itam Temple
Hare: Mark & Spencer
Thursday’s run-site was a new one for the Harriets. Since the closure of the road leading to
the Dam we had to shift the run-site late in the day to the bottom of the hill. The On In was
back down the road a little just past a Buddhist temple (one of many) and on to a tarred
road leading upwards. Up the road we went but at the first left we went into the bush. Even
here the bush was not spared from human irresponsibility as rubbish was half buried
everywhere. We proceeded down the bank, under fallen trees and rotting vegetation. If it
was not for the rubbish one could enjoy the beauty of the place and the greenery but it was
hard to visualise the place without the rubbish.
Going up a tier I thought we were done but that was just the beginning of more meandering
along the stream crossing and re-crossing several times. Sai Seng kept saying this was the
place of THE Hanging Rock and not to be missed but we did as I never saw it!! Instead we
skirted through slippery rocks, carefully watching where to put our feet to prevent falling
into any of the numerous crevices. Everywhere there were plastic bottles, rusting cans and
discarded household items. It is so sad to see this “out of sight, out of mind’” attitude that
some people have.
We climbed up and up to finally exited on to the path at the dam and I was very relieved to
be out of the rocks. However it was a looooooong path down on the road, which didn’t do
any good to my knees and I hoped that it would not rain on the day, since it would make it
even tougher climbing up.

On Thursday, Money and Rupiah were the first at the new run-site (Nirvana Penang West
Lake Garden) and after hanging the Hash Foot at the end of the road to signal hashers
where the run-site was, more started to arrive. Due to the ‘distance’ the crowd was smaller
than usual but lively. The run-site was cool, bright and green with plenty of parking. My
advice to all who heeded it was that it was a tough, challenging run, slippery in places
especially through the rocks. Money, Viking and a few others went in early on my advice,
whilst the others got themselves ready for the 6.00pm start. Iceman as usual was last in
after arriving late.
Just over the hour the first runners were back remarking about the rocks and the rest
arrived at intervals after that over the next hour or so. The last to return were Tiny, Mother
Hen and Silentman who accompanied them home. Many thanks for that.
The hare had arranged Beehoon and fried chicken which was devoured hungrily by the
hashers as was the watermelon.
Many thank to Marks and Spencer for hosting the evening and giving us a new run site for
the future.
I would just like to make a comment on something that was raised in the circle. The hare
sets the run. It can be easy, tough, long or short. On the day we normally get some
information about the run, Short, Medium or Long is about it. If more was said it is probable
that far less would do the run but sometimes more information is also given, as with this
run, it was emphasised that it was a tough run and slippery in the rocks. We are all adults
freely attending and running. It is each individual’s choice whether they do the run or not.
The Club are not responsible for that choice.
Next Week we are at Mount Pleasure for Kissing(h)er’s run. Please come and support.

please let the On Sec know where your run is
Run

Date

Bunny/Hare

Venue

2356

6-4-2017

Missy

TAR College, Temple

2357

13-4-2017

Molly

Jln Tembaga, Indian Temple

2358

20-4-2017

Toddy

Bukit Gambir

2359

27-4-2017

Bibi Tulips

Leader Garden

2360

4-5-2017

Inspector Gadget

2361

11-5-2017

Grasshopper

2362

18-5-2017

Pukka Sahib

2363

25-5-2017

Pole Dancer

1. Welcome the guest Mr. Khoo from THK.
2. The GM then put the hare on ice. The charge was missing his run last month and
cancelling it at such short notice that the Committee had to step in and host the run. The
hare apparently forgot (although it had been advertised since last October) and was too
busy at the time!!!
3. We seemed to have two circles on the night. One of them had three members in it and
they were not in the main circle but sitting across the road. So the GM put Goodyear, Eddie
Punk and Beauty Queen on ice for having a Bullshit Circle!!
4. Welcome back to Fancy Pants. Once again he’s back in town and will be here for a month.
Always great to see him and you know he’ll get in as much hashing as possible whilst here.
5. Hare on Ice. Many thanks to Marks & Spencer for a tough run, good tasty food and a
potential new run-site.
6.The last icing for the evening was for that hash failure to remember, ‘don’t wear new
shoes at the hash’. It was Inspector Gadget’s turn to forget this time around. Hashers have
keen eyes.....remember that if nothing else!!

A scientist tells a pharmacist, “Give me some prepared tablets of acetylsalicylic acid.”
“Do you mean aspirin?” asks the pharmacist.
The scientist slaps his forehead. “That’s it!” he says. “I can never remember the name.”

…who already have signed up to Fiji Interhash 2018, or those who may have
intentions to do so…
Jorgen aka Viking is arranging a Q & A session with Jennifer from Fiji, who is willing
share her vast knowledge and experience of Fiji. “Shortcut to know Fiji”
She has a Fijian mother and has spent a substantial time of her life in Fiji.
We want to cover – among other things - some of the following subjects, now we
have to go such a long way from Malaysia, to a “Once in a Lifetime Experience:”
How do we get there?
Where should we stay - what sort of accommodation can be recommended –
Hotel, B&B Home-stay??
What is there to do, before and after Interhash?
What tourist attractions MUST we see?
Someone interested in going Scuba Diving, snorkling?
How long should we stay?
Is it safe to move around? Etc. etc…
Prepare your questions…
Tentatively Wednesday 5 April at 6.00 PM
Venue to be decided, when we know how many will be attending…
Contact Viking a.s.a.p. and leave him with your mobile No. - Then we create a
WhatsApp group for further action
Cheers - On On
Viking H/P: 012 401 8990

Mother Hash 80th Anniversary
Hash House Harriers (1938), Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia,
is pleased to announce that it will be holding a celebration to observe its
80th Anniversary in September, 2018.
Motherhash is ready to welcome you back to the origins; be transported back
in time to where our hash forebears first germinated and gave birth to our very
realm. Gispert and his band of trailblazing initiates of 1938 will be on hand,
metaphorically, to welcome you back to our spiritual home, the HASH HOUSE.
Yes, Motherhash’s 80thAnniversary will conjunct with the unveiling of the
resurrected HASH HOUSE, albeit by necessity in a different locality.
Be the fortunate first 1000 registrants, and pay only RM350.00 for the hashing
experience of your lifetime! Registrations can be done online. Visit our website
at: www.motherhash.com, and click on the link to our 80Th Anniversary.
Please note that registrations are only accepted via our online registration
portal as mentioned above, so please help out your friends who are not so IT
savvy. We will not accept any hard copy or direct registrations. This 3 days
event is open to ladies as well.
Hardy Boy
Organising Secretary
Motherhash’s 80th Anniversary Committee

By taking part in a Hash House Harriets Penang run
or event, you agree not to hold the organisers or any
affiliated individual responsible for any injury or
mishap that may happen to you.

